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B1 The Wright Brothers and the Beginning of Aviation LIU009 
 

Read the text about how the Wright Brothers carried out the first successful flight. 

Some of the lines are correct. Some have a word that shouldn’t be there. Write this 

word in the box next to the line. If the line is correct put a tick (✓) in the box. The 

first two lines have been done for you. 

 

1 Airplanes have changed the way people travelled in  have 

2 the 20th century. Flying has become the dominant ✓ 

3 form of travel just over long distances. The era of  

4 aviation started at the beginning of the 20th century,  

5 but when two brothers, Orville and Wilbur Wright,   

6 built them the first functioning airplane.   

7 At that time, while people could build gliders, but  

8 nobody could make a plane with an engine to fly.  

9 Every attempt failed and planes crashed down. In   

10 1903 the Wright brothers built a model plane in their  

11 bicycle shop and tested it over in a wind tunnel   

12 which they also built themselves. Then they often  

13 headed to Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, a place which  

14 was known for its strong winds. The plane, was called  

15 The Flyer, had an old engine and wooden propellers.  

16 On a cold December day, Orville climbed into the  

17 plane and has started the engine.  

18 After rolling on the ground for a few seconds then   

19 the plane finally took off and stayed in the air even  

20 for 12 seconds long. It became the first flight in   

21 aviation history.  
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1 Airplanes have changed the way people travelled in  have 

2 the 20th century. Flying has become the dominant ✓ 

3 form of travel just over long distances. The era of just 

4 aviation started at the beginning of the 20th century, ✓ 

5 but when two brothers, Orville and Wilbur Wright,  but 

6 built them the first functioning airplane.  them 

7 At that time, while people could build gliders, but while 

8 nobody could make a plane with an engine to fly. to 

9 Every attempt failed and planes crashed down. In  down 

10 1903 the Wright brothers built a model plane in their ✓ 

11 bicycle shop and tested it over in a wind tunnel  over 

12 which they also built themselves. Then they often often 

13 headed to Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, a place which ✓ 

14 was known for its strong winds. The plane, was called was 

15 The Flyer, had an old engine and wooden propellers. old 

16 On a cold December day, Orville climbed into the ✓ 

17 plane and has started the engine. has 

18 After rolling on the ground for a few seconds then  then 

19 the plane finally took off and stayed in the air even even 

20 for 12 seconds long. It became the first flight in  long 

21 aviation history. ✓ 

 


